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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
American higher education presents greater opportunities but faces greater demands than ever before.
Growth and diversity are present everywhere from student populations, program offerings, and
institutions themselves. With a history of changing to meet new student demand and needs since the
early days of the republic, American higher education once again must evolve to provide meaningful
postsecondary opportunities for the diverse and growing population of 21st century students.
Effective regulation is an essential foundation for the American higher education system – particularly
because of the emphasis placed on students' ability to select from a wide variety of postsecondary
programs in the higher education marketplace. The federal government plays an essential role in
providing meaningful information to help students make sound enrollment decisions. Moreover, the
federal government has the primary responsibility to ensure that taxpayer investments in federal
financial aid programs are not wasted on low-quality programs with poor records of student outcomes
or value. As that investment continues to grow, it is even more important for federal regulatory regimes
to be both effective and efficient.
But, at a time when higher education in America is more important than ever, the federal regulatory
regime is, simply stated, broken. Multiple regimes with overlapping, often changing requirements
necessitate significant investments of time and resources by institutions of higher education, federal
regulators, and regulatory partners such as accrediting agencies and states. Navigating this regulatory
thicket creates significant compliance costs, stretches regulatory capacity too thin, and – most
importantly – blurs institutions' focus on their fundamental missions of educating and supporting
students.
These challenges are widely acknowledged by the regulatory and higher education communities alike.
Indeed, federal actors, states, accrediting agencies, and institutions have already taken some meaningful
steps toward addressing these challenges. And many national organizations and individual thought
leaders have provided essential research and analysis to create proposals for additional changes. But
many of the changes and proposals to date focus on discrete areas or on issues that are important to a
particular sector. Missing from much of the current dialogue is a coherent framework regarding the
regulatory system as a whole, in which core goals and interests can serve as foundations for driving
consensus, clarifying regulatory aims, and striving for effective and efficient regimes to advance those
goals. We hope that this paper can fill some of that gap.
As the Higher Education Act reaches its 50th anniversary, regulatory regimes must be re-examined so
that unnecessary or duplicative requirements can be cut away and new regulatory approaches can be
designed and implemented. To start, the overarching purpose, function, and responsible actors within
regulatory regimes must be confirmed. Centered on the theory that the federal government should take
limited but effective action – and that all action should relate directly to making American higher
education better for students – this paper poses three central questions to assess the state of regulation
today and how it should evolve.
1. What goals and objectives should be achieved by the regulatory regime?
2. How can those goals most effectively and efficiently be achieved in regulatory design?
3. Who is best positioned to achieve those goals?

Though this approach may be applied to many areas of regulation, this paper focuses on one critical
area of policy: accountability for institutions of higher education. The graphic below provides an
overview of the paper's recommendations for framing the accountability dialogue.

What goals and objectives?
•Three key interests should motivate all
accountability regimes: student outcomes,
institutional quality, and value. Each relates
directly to the interests of taxpayers who
provide funding for federal student loans and
the interests of the students who take on
student loans and rely on institutions to
provide education that leads to meaningful
credentials at an appropriate cost.

How can the goals and objectives be
achieved?
•Some regimes should shift away from traditional
deterministic and prescriptive approaches that
apply the same rules to all and tend to impose
inputs-focused requirements. In many cases,
performance-based and risk-informed regimes can
better align with outcome-focused efforts and
reduce the burdens on both the regulators and the
regulated.

Who is best positioned to act?
•Given longstanding areas of expertise, the "triad"
should continue to exist. But roles need to be
better defined and aligned to ensure that the
federal government, accrediting agencies, and
states have sufficient capacity and motivation to
execute their obligations effectively.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The 50th anniversary of the Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA) arrives at a key moment in the evolution
of American higher education. There is general agreement that postsecondary credentials are essential
for success in the 21st century American economy and workforce – and that our higher education
community has many strengths that are the envy of the world. Without question, higher education
provides the most reliable opportunity for individuals to enhance lifelong opportunities and increase
expected lifetime earnings.1 This, in turn, builds our nation’s financial health through, for example,
increased tax revenues, reduced social program spending, and reduced incarceration spending2 – not to
mention the broader civic and societal benefits that flow from a well-educated population.
The great diversity of institutions and remarkable growth in the sector mean that students have more
options than ever for where they can enroll, what credentials they can earn, and how they can earn
them. Indeed, demand for higher education has never been higher, as the need for postsecondary
credentials to get and keep a living-wage job becomes a growing reality.3 And the population of
postsecondary students is increasingly diverse, given significant demographic changes and dramatic
enrollment increases among "non-traditional" students.4
Similarly, the federal investment of taxpayer dollars and corresponding student loan burdens are
enormous. In 2014, $133.8 billion in federal student aid was delivered to 12.9 million students at 6,142
institutions. 5 And student loan burdens are unprecedented: over the last decade, the total number of
federal student loan borrowers has increased by 69 percent and the average amount per borrower has
increased by six percent.6 And costs are not well understood or anticipated by students. In a study of
undergraduates at a selective public university, only half were able to estimate accurately how much
they paid for their first year of college.7
American higher education has always been an evolving enterprise. But the complexity of today's
dramatic change is heightened by a Leviathan of overlapping, frequently changing rules and
responsibilities related to Title IV eligibility for institutions. Indeed, there is not even a single regulatory
"system." Rather, multiple systems and regimes created by Congress and the U.S. Department of
Education (USED) coexist – sometimes together, sometimes separately.8
Broadly speaking, these (and other) regimes may make sense conceptually but have, in practice, become
convoluted and incoherent over time. For example, given American history and our emphasis on local
control of education, the "triad" for postsecondary accountability – USED, accrediting agencies, and
states –is an entirely appropriate structure. But, over time, lines between triad members have blurred
and federal expectations have increased. The result is a system that, at best, extends triad members
beyond their core mission or motivations and, at worst, stretches their capacity for effective oversight to
its breaking point. Even with significant regulation, too much is slipping through the cracks.
Moreover, ineffective, inefficient regulation creates significant compliance costs and disincentives to
innovation. These burdens siphon away resources that could be available for teaching and learning,
student services, and investments in research. They also foster a mentality of minimal compliance
rather than creating one focused on achieving high standards and ensuring continuous improvement.
And significant gaps in institutional performance and federal enforcement have failed at times to
address major issues that affect student and taxpayer interests, such as institutions that regularly leave
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the majority of their enrolled students with no credential and significant debt burden or credentials that
are worth significantly less than the high price paid for them.
Growth and innovation in higher education cannot be effectively incentivized or sustained with a
lumbering federal regulatory regime that adds requirements without subtracting outdated ones, usually
treats all institutions the same, and does not adapt in ways that keep pace with the changes that define
the higher education sector.
So what should be done?
Since the last HEA reauthorization took place between 2006 and 2008, some meaningful, if limited,
changes have been made by the regulator and regulated communities to better align goals and
resources around 21st century learning goals and to shift to a continuous improvement mindset.
Thoughtful proposals have been put forward by both sides of the political aisle and by many of the
sectors and stakeholder populations that have potential to improve the higher education system and to
create better opportunities and results for students.9
Policymakers now face the challenge – and the opportunity – of considering proposals and existing
requirements holistically and comprehensively. There is no panacea for the challenges of American
higher education, but an essential – but largely missing – element of current dialogue is an effort to fit
the different proposals and points of view together to create a coherent sense of direction and purpose.
Discrete policy proposals will have ripple effects (intended and unintended) and should be understood
and evaluated in light of the collective whole. A hard look at federal regulatory regimes is needed to
develop a comprehensive, strategic focus for the HEA's regulatory goals and theory of change. A
primary area of attention should be evaluating all current regulatory regimes and proposed changes in
light of the potential positive or negative impact on students' ability to access, complete, and benefit
from higher education. These efforts will serve as a foundation for understanding the key regulatory
design principles that should inform federal policy deliberations about higher education, including (but
not limited to) the next HEA reauthorization.
We hope that this paper can serve as a resource to the many policymakers and stakeholders who will
participate in these conversations. Its central purpose is to return to the "first principles" associated
with the federal regulation of the higher education sector through the HEA, focusing on the core goals
and strategies that should inform issue- and program-specific regulatory proposals.10 To illustrate, we
apply those principles to the federal accountability system (and its many moving parts) for institutions.
These first principles – centered on the theory that the federal government should take effective but
limited action – call for a federal government that executes well on those core responsibilities and
functions that it is uniquely positioned to execute. And, correspondingly, the federal regime must
reflect best practice in systems design, including oversight and enforcement design principles that
directly incent desired outcomes in cost-effective and capacity-attentive ways.11
This paper starts with the conviction that the "why" for transforming the higher education regulatory
system is to create a better higher education system for students. Anchored by that overarching
purpose, we propose the following three questions to guide our proposed approach:
1. What goals and objectives should be achieved by the federal regulatory regimes governing
higher education?
2

2. How can those goals most effectively and efficiently be achieved in regulatory design?
3. Who is best positioned to achieve those goals?
Though conceptually simple, these questions implicate complex answers. To effectively set the stage for
building a smarter governance regime into the 21st century, policymakers must be willing to cut through
the web of existing regulation and address these core questions anew. Although this approach may be
applied to many areas of higher education regulation, this paper focuses on one critical area of higher
education policy to demonstrate this approach: accountability for institutions of higher education.12 The
graphic below illustrates from a high level how this approach could be applied to the federal
accountability system for institutions of higher education.
First Principles: Federal Accountability for Institutions of Higher Education
Why will the change be better for students?

What goals and objectives?

Student outcomes

How can goals and
objectives be achieved?

Who is best positioned to
act?

Deterministic v. riskinformed v. risk-based

Federal government
(including but not
necessarily limited to
USED)

Institutional quality

Value

Accrediting agencies

Prescriptive v.
performance-based

States

With respect to accountability for institutions of higher education, this paper:
 Orients the "what" inquiry around three areas: student outcomes, institutional quality, and
value. Each relates directly to the interests of taxpayer investors who provide funding for
federal financial aid and of the students who take on student loans and rely on institutions to
provide meaningful credentials at an appropriate cost.
 Argues that the "how" inquiry requires a significant shift away from predominantly deterministic
and prescriptive approaches that apply the same rules for all institutions and tend to impose
inputs-focused requirements. Instead, some performance-based and risk-informed regimes
may better align with outcome-focused efforts and reduce the significant regulatory burden for
many institutions on both sides of the equation (i.e., the regulators and the regulated).13
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 Allows that the "who" inquiry may still be answered by the triad, but that the preservation of
core roles should correspond with better definitions and alignment to ensure that the federal
government, accrediting agencies, and states have sufficient capacity and motivation to execute
governance obligations effectively.14
Federal regulation must be grounded in current realities and open to innovative strategies and
approaches. After all, a significant role of the federal government is to incent positive actions by
colleges and universities, essential agents of change in our system. Federal regulatory regimes must
protect students and taxpayers from losing their investment to insufficient institutions but also must
ensure that regulation does not stifle innovation and growth needed in the sector. Striking the right
balance will be a delicate, difficult task – but one essential to ensure that systems meet the needs of
today and tomorrow.

II.

TODAY'S HIGHER EDUCATION LANDSCAPE: GROWTH, CHANGE, AND COMMON
CHALLENGES ASSOCIATED WITH REGULATION

A. Significant growth and change among students, institutions, and the workforce
If explaining the current higher education environment to the original HEA architects, one word might
suffice: bigger. The system supports an astoundingly larger and more diverse group of students,
institutions, and programs than ever before – and federal expenditures have grown along with them. At
the same time, expectations of what students should be able to do when entering the workforce is
changing, with employers demanding that students have the certifications, skills and experiences to
allow them to contribute to the 21st century economy.
One purpose of the federal investment in postsecondary financial aid programs has clearly been
advanced: enrollment has dramatically expanded since the original passage of the HEA in 1965. In the
fall of 2012, there were 17.7 million undergraduate students and 2.9 million graduate students
attending degree-granting U.S. institutions15 – an enormous increase compared to the 5.9 million
students enrolled in postsecondary programs when the HEA was originally passed in 1965.16 In fact,
enrollment in degree-granting institutions increased 32 percent between 2001 and 2011,17 and the U.S.
Department of Education expects enrollments to increase by another 14 percent by 2022.18
Increased enrollment means that the federal investment in higher education is enormous – and
growing. Since the 1982-83 school year, total federal aid has grown from $29 billion (in 2012 dollars) to
$170 billion in 2012-13.19 Today, the federal government funds more than 70 percent of all financial aid
and 41 percent of all grant aid to postsecondary students.20 Increases in student loans lead directly to
increased debt burdens on students. Over the past decade, the total number of federal student loan
borrowers increased by 69 percent, from 5.9 million in 2002-03 to almost 10 million in 2012-13.21 There
are more than 38 million student loan borrowers with over $1.1 trillion in outstanding debt.22 Student
debt is now the second largest component of household debt (behind mortgages).23
Just as student enrollment has expanded and diversified, institutions have become more numerous and
diverse. More than 7,000 institutions of higher education (approximately 4,600 of them degree4

granting) were operating in 2010-11 – an increase of more than 500 over a decade.24 Most institutions
are also expanding internally, establishing new campuses and creating new programs.
With access to more information than ever before, students are using new technologies to learn
anytime and anywhere. There is strong interest and growth in new models for learning, promising more
personalized programs as well as greater efficiencies and cost savings. Distance learning and online
programs, for example, have grown tremendously. In fall 2012, 7.1 million students – 33.5 percent of all
higher education students – took at least one online class; just 1.6 million did in fall 2002.25
Competency-based learning and prior learning assessments (PLAs) have also garnered significant
attention. Models pioneered by Western Governors University and Southern New Hampshire
University, among others, have demonstrated that institutions can orient themselves around studentcentered learning progressions and credit awards, though these concepts are not yet mainstream
practice.26 Notably, USED is using new experimental sites projects to evaluate how these innovative
practices related to student outcomes.27 It is likely that change will continue at a brisk pace, and
accountability systems need to be strong but flexible enough to have relevance for tomorrow and today.
But the expansive growth in enrollment has not been accompanied by increases in completion of
postsecondary credentials, "primarily because a consistently large population of students who start
college fail to finish."28 Of the more than 70 percent of Americans who matriculate at a four-year
college, only about 59 percent finish within six years.29 This failure to obtain the sought-after
credentials, skills and knowledge represents a dangerous burden of debt without diploma for many
students, as well as a missed opportunity for taxpayer investment.
All of this comes at a time when 21st century workforce expectations of college graduates are becoming
more demanding – with clear gaps in the skills of college graduates and those demanded by employers.
Nearly 88 percent of American employers agree that the challenges their employees face within their
organization are more complex today than they were before; 90 percent acknowledge that they are
asking their employees to take on more responsibilities and to use a broader range of skills than in the
past; and 93 percent agreed that skills development (e.g., critical thinking, communication, complex
problem solving) is more important than a student's choice of undergraduate major.30 When asked
whether "higher education institutions in this country are graduating students with the skills and
competencies that my business needs," about a third of business leaders agree, a third disagree (17
percent strongly), and a final third are neutral.31 In contrast, 96 percent of chief academic officers at
institutions say they are somewhat or very effective at preparing students for the world of work.32
B. Problems in the regulation of higher education
Like the higher education sector itself, federal regulation of higher education has also grown in scope
and complexity since the HEA's original passage. This is due to the major growth and diversity in
providers as well as the growing federal investment in financial aid, which demands a commensurate
oversight regime to ensure the responsible investment of taxpayer dollars. Statutory and regulatory
changes over time have created a thicket of requirements that require time and attention – and can blur
institutions' focus on their fundamental missions of educating and supporting students. Kevin Carey of
the New America Foundation has described it as a "kludgeocracy" where short-term fixes for immediate
problems build up over time without attention to larger design principles, such as clear goals aligned
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with regulatory strategies.33 Though federal regulation is intended to protect both student and taxpayer
interests, it has become too complex and drifted too far from this core purpose to achieve it effectively.
The pace of growth and change has stretched the regulators and their partners beyond their capacity.
The smallest of Cabinet-level federal agencies, the USED, lacks the staff and expertise to do everything
well and in a timely manner. Indeed, while the federal aid programs have grown six-fold since the early
1980s, the number of USED employees remains quite close to its levels in the late 1970s, before it was a
Cabinet-level agency.34
Effective delegation of duties is also a challenge. For example, USED's efforts to delegate additional
responsibilities to accrediting agencies has created new burdens that accrediting agencies – limited,
volunteer-depending enterprises – are not always readily equipped to undertake. There are simply too
many institutions and not enough accrediting agencies to assess every minutia that might pertain to
institutional quality. USED recognizes only about 60 agencies to accredit nearly 7,000 institutions either
through full-institution or program-specific review.35
These capacity challenges often result in uneven federal action. The regulatory regime is doing too
much in some areas and too little in others. On one hand, USED is churning out regulatory rules and
guidance at a brisk pace, causing the regulatory landscape to shift more frequently than it may have in
the past. In 2012 alone, through electronic announcements and Dear Colleague letters, USED issued at
least 270 regulatory updates or modifications – more than one change per workday.36 Digesting and
applying these changes takes time, and institutions have struggled to keep up with USED's pace of
change. On the other hand, USED does not always use its enforcement tools in a timely way. In 2013,
for example, the Department announced it would levy fines on institutions for alleged violations that
occurred nearly two decades earlier, in 1995.37
Regulatory complexities, inconsistencies, and confusion mean that institutions must spend significant
cost, time, and energy to ensure compliance. And these burdens have a direct impact on institutions'
ability to serve students well. For example, regulatory burdens can chill the efforts of institutions to
innovate and improve outcomes for students by directing time and resources toward regulatory
compliance rather than continuous improvement of services and programs. Calculating the cost of
federal regulatory compliance is challenging – largely because requirements implicate a wide range of
administrative staff, institutional leaders, and faculty members – but a few data points exist:
 Hartwick College, a liberal arts college, determined in 2012 that it spent about seven percent of
its operating budget (nearly $300,000) annually on federal compliance related activities.38
 A study of financial aid officers found that about two thirds reported that their financial aid
office was facing a moderate or severe resource shortage that affected their ability to provide
adequate personnel for administering Title IV programs and to provide adequate financial aid
counseling for students.39 Eighty percent of respondents identified greater regulatory /
compliance workload as a "major" factor behind the shortage.40
Though every concern and challenge may never be fully addressed, the scale of American higher
education and the pace of change require the federal regulatory system to prioritize and focus on
addressing problems posed by significantly underperforming institutions. Otherwise, the pressure to
avoid immediate harm to students by removing Title IV eligibility from institutions may drive against
needed and effective action. Ultimately, however, inaction can harm students even more by allowing
6

low-performing institutions to continue to be eligible for federal financial aid even though their
programs saddle students with debt without providing meaningful, marketable credentials.
In short, it is time to stop "kludging" and to probe what the federal regulatory system for higher
education is intended to accomplish, how it can best accomplish those goals, and which actors (with
what authority) should be responsible for managing regulatory regimes.

III.

A RETURN TO FIRST PRINCIPLES FOR FEDERAL POSTSECONDARY POLICY

The largely outdated, burdensome regulatory system stands in contrast to the dramatic growth and
innovation within the higher education sector, where new models and ways of doing business abound.
Given this change, and its pace now and moving forward, we cannot realistically hope to establish
relevant, effective, and efficient regulation by tweaking existing requirements or assuming that the
current system can hold indefinitely.
But this is not a call for simply eliminating regulation. Regulation serves an essential purpose: ensuring
that the federal investment in higher education is made responsibly and effectively. But, given the
realities of American higher education today and the problems in the current system, new regulatory
approaches are necessary to address changes that have taken place in recent years. To start, this paper
suggests that all regulatory regimes pose three simple but critical questions: the "what," the "how," and
the "who" of regulation. Again, each of these questions should be anchored in a fundamental
commitment to making those changes that will have the greatest positive impact on students.
A. What goals and objectives should be achieved by the regulatory regime?
Any legislative or regulatory regime should have a clear purpose, and a focus on this question – however
simple it may appear – is an important first step. Part of the problem in the HEA's evolution has been
the tendency to expand goals and expectations of the federal system over time without ensuring that
sufficient regulatory capacity exists to monitor and enforce those goals. As a result, the system, at best,
is not performing optimally and, at worst, is creating unsustainable burdens that threaten the system's
viability.41
Clear goals and objectives should be articulated with direct reference to the precise interests implicated
in each federal regulatory regime. Those interests could range from protection of students’ civil rights
and safety to return on the significant taxpayer and student investment in financial aid programs.
Stakeholders must engage thoughtfully with policymakers on clearly defining the "what" of each source
of regulatory burden so that the requirements can be pared down to those most essential and effective.
And care should be taken by regulators to stay true to these purposes over time and not to expand a
regime beyond its intended purpose.
In a system that is as large, wide-ranging, and diverse as America's higher education system, and in an
era in which change is one of the few constants, it is essential to ensure that clear purposes drive of
regulatory design and operation based on knowable, verifiable, and (where possible) measurable
elements.
7

Potential key questions within the "what" inquiry:
 What is the intended purpose of the statute or regulation? What need(s) does it fulfill?
 Is the requirement operating as intended?
 Does the original purpose still have relevance for today's higher education landscape?
B. How can those goals most effectively and efficiently be achieved in regulatory design?
Once the goals of a regulatory regime are determined, a legislative and regulatory framework aligned to
those goals should be developed. Regulatory regimes can range from prescriptively detailed regarding
inputs and processes to exclusively outcome-oriented. The regime should allow for meaningful
distinctions that recognize differences among institutions (a singular power and defining characteristic
of America's higher education system) and focus limited regulatory resources on those institutions that
do not meet expectations.
Ideally, regulators can use outcome-oriented metrics to make meaningful distinctions among regulated
entities and use these distinctions to drive differentiated regulation. This approach avoids attempting to
regulate everyone for everything with equal rigor and attention. Generally, those with stronger
performance should be regulated less, while those with weaker performance should expect to be
regulated more (or at least at the same level as today). And the regime should contemplate a focus on
continuous improvement, in addition to compliance, so that the regulation is driving positive change.
Examining regulatory regimes that include risk-informed requirements and/or use performance-based
compliance assessments may be an important way to link regulatory efforts more tightly to the goals
they seek to accomplish. The Appendix explores options for prescribing requirements and assessing
compliance.
1. What is required?
The first element of the "how" of a regulatory regime involves determining which requirements are
imposed on regulated entities. 42 All regulatory systems seek to define problematic behaviors or
conditions ("risks") and consequences when those problems arise. Not all systems, however, consider
the likelihood of risk when developing requirements and tailor regulatory responses accordingly.
Though exceptions exist, the vast majority of HEA rules and regulations employ a "deterministic"
approach that establishes the same rules and consequences for all IHEs, regardless of the level or
likelihood of risk presented.43
Alternatives to this "one size fits all" approach should be considered. At the opposite end of the
spectrum from deterministic models are "risk-based" regimes, pursuant to which regulatory decisionmaking occurs solely on an assessment of risk. In other words, a fully risk-based system sets a threshold
for acceptable risk and only subjects entities to regulation if they cross the risk threshold. As a result,
those deemed "not risky" can bypass the entirety of oversight and enforcement.
At a midpoint on this spectrum are "risk-informed regimes," a hybrid approach. In this kind of regime,
all regulated entities must follow certain baseline rules, but the regulatory burden and response will
8

differ based on the degree of risk. Risk-informed systems commonly involve targeting enforcement
resources on the basis of assessment of risk that a regulated entity poses to the regulator's objectives –
which may be paired with additional requirements for supplying information on those entities that pose
greater risks. Under this type of approach, strong performers are likely to be regulated less, and weaker
performers and/or those with more at stake (such as greater federal funding levels compared to others)
regulated more. (For additional discussion of risk-informed and risk-based systems, see the Appendix.)
Risk-informed and risk-based systems have their origins in the 1980s and 1990s, when the governments
of industrialized nations became more interested in deregulation initiatives and implementing private
sector-style management methods, including the use of cost-benefit analyses. Since then, several riskbased and risk-informed regimes have been implemented, both in the U.S. and abroad. Many of these
regimes have been expanded and revised over time.44
 The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has incorporated risk assessments into its regulatory
systems since the late 1970s.45 Current NRC policy requires that that the risk of cancer fatalities
of people living near a nuclear power plant cannot exceed 0.1 percent of the sum of cancer
fatality risks from all other sources; the NRC only awards licenses to power plants that meet this
risk threshold and present an acceptably low level of risk to the public.46
 The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has used a risk-based approach since 1976 to classify
more than 1,700 medical devices according to risk, using the degree of control necessary to
assure a device's safety and effectiveness as a risk barometer.47
 The Australian Tertiary Education Quality Standards Agency (TEQSA) began operating in 2012
as the national quality standards agency for Australian institutions and other providers.48 TEQSA
uses risk assessments to identify potential risks of non-compliance (or "leads" that warrant
additional consideration by TEQSA case manager) – not to draw conclusions about compliance
with regulatory or other legal standards.49 TEQSA defines risk in four key areas: (1) regulatory
history and standing; (2) student profiles and outcomes (measured by student load, student
attrition rate, progress rate, completions, student satisfaction, and graduate destination); (3)
academic staff profile (measured by qualifications of senior academic leaders, student to staff
ratio, and academic staff on casual work contracts); and (4) current and historical financial
viability. TEQSA has developed a list of specific risk indicators for each area and, using a simple
tri-part rating system (high, moderate, or low risk, represented by traffic colors), makes a
judgment about the risks of the provider against the identified threshold.50
 The British Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) is moving toward a riskinformed system in which regulators will conduct fewer and less frequent reviews on
institutions that have long records of quality in higher education and more thorough and
frequent review of institutions with short records or records lacking quality.51 As a basis for this
regulatory change – and as a conditions of institutions receiving government funding – HEFCE
has started to conduct confidential risk assessments of institutional performance.52 It plans to
judge an institution to be "at higher risk" when, on the basis of all available evidence, it (1) faces
threats to the sustainability of its operations, either immediately or in the medium term; (2) has
serious problems relating to value for money, propriety or regularity (that is, whether funds are
used for the purpose intended); or (3) has materially ineffective risk management, control, or
corporate governance.
2. How is compliance assessed and determined?
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With requirements in place, regulators must also decide how to assess and determine compliance.53 On
one end of the spectrum, "prescriptive" regimes focus on inputs, or very specific actions or behaviors at
the outset. This approach is common in current HEA regulation. In contrast, "performance-based"
regimes typically establish performance goals and assess performance over time to determine
compliance, without specifying any actions or behaviors required along the way. Performance-based
systems provide more flexibility in regulatory design and tend to align better with underlying goals of
the regulated entity. And they serve as key foundations for regimes designed to promote continuous
improvement, which incentivizes institutions to evaluate their performance on key metrics and to use
research and best practice to shift policies and practices accordingly. Focusing on continuous
improvement is an especially important goal in this era of significant and widespread change in the
postsecondary landscape.
In the more complex setting of the regulatory environment for American colleges and universities, these
different regimes are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Indeed, many combinations may be developed
and may coexist within the broader system. Once the "what" of each federal regulatory area within
higher education has been clarified, an appropriate combination of methodologies and regimes can be
developed to minimize unnecessary regulatory burden, while also avoiding significant risk. Further,
these regimes and methodologies can be developed in such a way as to purposely shift much of the
interaction between regulators and institutions of higher education away from compliance and toward
data-driven continuous improvement. Institutions falling in "yellow zones" should most clearly be
engaging in continuous improvement efforts with the partnership and support of the regulating entity.
Potential key questions within the "how" inquiry:
 How does the current regime prescribe requirements? How does it assess compliance?
 Are there meaningful distinctions that should be made among regulated entities that are not
addressed by the current regime?
 Is the burden imposed by the current regime worth the benefit? How could those burdens be
reduced?
 How might risk-informed and/or performance-based design features enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of the current regime?

C. Who is best positioned to achieve those goals and objectives?
For a complex regulatory system (like that governing American institutions of higher education), two key
factors inform the question of roles and responsibilities: (1) capacity and expertise to regulate
effectively; and (2) ultimate interest in regulatory goals being achieved (in part, what some have termed
"skin in the game").54
Regulatory regimes should be sensitive to available capacity within potential regulatory actors and
should take into account historical, present, and prospective roles and responsibilities. The expanding
scale of American higher education – both in the numbers of students and institutions involved – and
the relatively limited capacity within USED, accrediting agencies, and states make this capacity
assessment particularly important. Regulators should be able to identify weak performers (for technical
assistance and/or enforcement actions), while trying not to monitor every activity of every institution.
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An effective analysis of capacity does more than a simple assessment of staffing and budget. Expertise
and appropriate decision-making authority should also be taken into account. Given the historical
development of American postsecondary regulatory systems and the long tradition of academic
freedom for institutions, the federal government should not be the automatic choice for all decisions,
even though it has staff with expertise about institutional quality and comprehensive data sets about
institutional performance. Accrediting agencies and states both have important roles to play as
members of the triad (along with USED) for higher education regulation.
At the same time, ultimate regulatory responsibility must lie with the actor with a direct interest in
regulatory goals being achieved. In other words, the final decision-maker must have "skin in the game."
One reason why state authorization rules have been challenging, for example, is that federal rules make
states responsible for developing oversight systems for purposes of Title IV eligibility – but ultimately
the consequences for state non-compliance fall not on states but on the institutions (particularly the
privates) that may lose eligibility.55 Further, while states have significant interest in ensuring that
institutions in their state remain eligible for federal financial aid, they have less incentive to protect
federal taxpayer dollars by cracking down on those institutions.
The federal government is ultimately responsible for protecting its investment in financial aid programs
and for advancing national interests related to higher education. Nonetheless, the federal government
should undertake only those roles and responsibilities on which it has the capacity and expertise to
deliver effectively. And it is very likely that USED will need to shift the expertise of its staff to manage
new regimes and functions. At the same time, because the federal government is the single largest
investor in the American higher education system, it must be prepared to step in if other actors fall
short. This is particularly true because federal law establishes the triad structure for federal
accountability, through which it assigns some rights and responsibilities to other actors.
Potential key questions within the "who" inquiry:
 Who has the capacity and expertise to oversee the regulatory regime?
 Do changes in the landscape or in the regulatory regime necessitate regulators with new or
different skill sets?
 Who has the ultimate interest in regulatory regimes achieving their purpose? Is that actor
ultimately responsible for the regime?
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IV.

APPLYING FIRST PRINCIPLES TO THE FEDERAL SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTABILITY FOR
INSTITUTIONS

The simple inquiries of what, how, and who can help clarify how to revisit and redesign existing
regulatory regimes in many areas in higher education, ranging from civil rights to financial responsibility
to Clery Act compliance, to name a few. To make this approach effective, policy leaders and
stakeholders in each of these areas should engage deeply in deliberations on each of these inquiries.
To help illustrate the possible value and application of such a foundational framework, this section
focuses on the federal system of accountability for institutions that flows from the federal government's
significant investment in financial aid programs. This area of federal regulation pervades many aspects
of federal oversight and compliance. Indeed, a significant part of regulatory burden on institutions –
and the accompanying oversight efforts by USED and its partners – comes from accountability
mechanisms. Moreover, numerous recent proposals from national organizations, various advocates,
institutions, and the President himself have endeavored to "fix the system" of accountability by setting
new performance goals and urging new metrics for federal compliance.
This section applies the core principles of what, how, and who to offer suggestions for the elements,
strategies and design concepts that should be contemplated in regimes within the federal accountability
system. Though it presents a vision of a renewed foundation for the federal accountability system, it
stops short of proposing metrics, legislative language, and other specifics – those details will require
significant engagement and collaboration among policymakers and stakeholders.
A. What should be the core interests served by the federal accountability regime for
institutions of higher education?
The federal government's interest as the primary investor in student financial aid programs is an
essential starting point in framing an optimal accountability regime. Its substantial role means that
institutions must be held appropriately accountable for performing at levels that merit the taxpayers'
investment and borrowers' student loan burdens. Postsecondary credentials supported by federal
financial aid programs should be of sufficient quality and corresponding price to provide a reasonable
return on investment for students and taxpayers alike.
Three pillars – student outcomes, institutional quality, and value – should be the principal drivers of
the federal accountability regime for higher education. Together, these three pillars allow for an
appropriately comprehensive, balanced assessment of institutional performance. Each provides a
unique perspective on an institution's performance that relates directly to the federal government's
interest as investor. Measures of student outcomes are essential, particularly as the federal
government's interest in higher education has grown from an almost exclusive historical focus on
increasing access to today's increasing attention to completion. Assessments of institutional quality
have long served as a prerequisite to federal financial aid eligibility. And value measures provide an
important new look at the relationship between federal dollars expended and returns realized.
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The pillars also overlap and support one another, with student outcomes playing a particularly
important role as a critical element of accountability on its own, but also as a foundational component
of each of the other two pillars. Institutional quality measures that have traditionally relied on "inputs"
such as facilities management, curriculum, and faculty qualifications should be paired with (or in many
cases replaced by) outcome measures to ensure that an accurate, complete picture of institutional
quality can be drawn. Similarly, value measures can be appropriately contextualized in light of student
outcomes; for example, if an institution charges higher tuition but has strong student outcomes, a
positive judgment on the value of those credentials can be made.
Within the accountability context, these pillars can guide the development of accountability metrics for
institutions, the design of an accountability regime, and the assessment of appropriate roles and
responsibilities. The graphic arranges the accountability "house" as this paper envisions, held up by the
three pillars and potential metrics to assess individual institutions' progress against them (which would
appropriately be determined with stakeholder engagement).

Accountability
Student
Outcomes
The results students
achieve both after
enrolling in an institution
and after earning desired
postsecondary credentials

Institutional
Quality
How an institution
establishes the conditions
necessary for students to
acquire knowledge and
skills to prepare them for
the 21st century
workforce.

Value
The benefits provided to
student and taxpayer
investors in light of their
financial outlay and
support to postsecondary
institutions and providers
(i.e., return on
investment)

1. Student outcomes
Definition. Student outcomes are those results students achieve both after enrolling in an institution
and after earning desired postsecondary credentials. In the context of accountability for an individual
institution, student outcomes can be assessed through measures such as persistence, graduation,
completion, transfer, and credit accumulation rates; employment and advanced degree enrollment
rates; and current and projected income opportunities.
Context. Student outcomes have long been tracked and reported by the federal government – a
function that the federal government is uniquely positioned to accomplish. Many outcome metrics are
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currently available through the federal government's publicly available Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System (IPEDS) and National Student Loan Data System for Students (NSLDS).
Both in the aggregate and disaggregated for key demographic groups, student outcomes are essential in
today's accountability systems in several ways: (1) as a foundation for public accountability provided by
researchers and advocates who identify trends, opportunities, and concerns; (2) as a market influencer
that informs students' enrollment decisions; and (3) as a factor in regulatory activities, particularly in risk
assessments that can differentiate among institutions and help regulators (and their nongovernmental
partners) systematize and prioritize their efforts.
Guiding Recommendations.
 Incorporate completion metrics more fully. Given the historical federal focus on increasing
access to higher education (almost to the exclusion of other policy goals), accountability
measures have not traditionally focused on representing the full complement of student
outcomes. Though some changes have occurred, the scope and size of the population of
students who do not complete their programs – particularly those who took on student debt in
the process – requires policymakers to consider completion as a necessary complement to
access as a value fundamentally driving the federal investment in higher education.
 Refine measures to reflect different postsecondary contexts more accurately. Measures need
to be more nuanced and reflective of the diverse experiences in higher education today. For
example, graduation rates only measure "first time, full time" students who graduate, leaving
out part-time students and not factoring transfer rates into completion metrics (omissions that
affect community colleges in particular). Moreover, metrics have not always given students an
accurate picture of what outcomes to expect after enrolling – for example, an institution might
have a generous projection of the average graduate's expected income, but if an institution
does not have a strong graduation rate, those income projections are deceptive. Completion
rates also might differ significantly for Pell grant recipients or minority students, which could
reflect a lack of student supports offered by the institution.
 Ensure that data sets are, to the extent possible, complete and verifiable. To be most useful
for accountability, student outcomes must be complete and verifiable. It is worth noting that
current systems are forced to rely on incomplete and insufficient data sets because the U.S.
does not have a student unit record database (which is prohibited by the HEA). Without the
ability to track individual students from K-12 education to postsecondary education and into the
workforce, student outcomes measures will necessarily depend on a patchwork of limited data.
2. Institutional quality
Definition. Institutional quality goes to the heart of an institution's primary purpose and function: how
it establishes the conditions necessary for students to acquire knowledge and skills to prepare them for
the 21st century workforce. Institutional quality is assessed mostly through the accreditation process
that takes into account curriculum and instruction, faculty and leadership, student support services, and
resource management – all in light of institutional mission.
Institutional quality can and should encompass many different measures, but this paper focuses
squarely on the core elements essential to this determination in light of federal interests: academic
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quality and institutional financial viability. (Other measures of institutional quality such as student
safety, civil rights law compliance, and research and development investments can fit within the new
architectural approach envisioned in this paper by attending to their own issues of what, how and who,
but those examples fall beyond the scope of this paper.)
Context. Since 1952, the federal government has relied on accrediting agencies as a reliable, cost
effective way to assess and monitor institutional quality to help determine eligibility for federal financial
aid programs.56 Accreditation is the primary benchmark for institutional quality for purposes of federal
financial aid funding and serves as a useful peer review exercise for institutions to probe a wide range of
their activities and services. At the same time, the accreditation process has become an increasingly
complex (and expensive) process for all parties involved, and many questions have arisen about how
accreditation can be refreshed to align better with today's priorities.
Guiding Recommendations.
 Orient institutional quality determinations around student outcomes. It is essential that
traditional measures of institutional quality be linked directly to student outcomes measures.
Many of the federal requirements focus on facilities management, data and information
reporting, financial accounting, and other institutional functions that do not fundamentally
impact institutional quality. Assessment of institutional quality must move from a focus on
inputs to a first-order review based on outcomes, informed by an assessment of the conditions
that lead to successful student outcomes. In cases where student outcomes do not meet
expectations, a deeper examination may be appropriate that assesses elements such as
curriculum and instruction, faculty and leadership, student support services, and resource
management – all in light of the institution's unique mission.
3. Value
Definition. Value refers to the benefits provided to student and taxpayer investors in light of their
financial outlay and support to postsecondary institutions and providers (i.e., the return on investment).
In the context of accountability for an individual institution, value can be assessed through measures
such as default rates, repayment rates, debt-to-income ratios, and evidence of civic participation.
Context. Though some moves have been made in HEA's history (e.g., the early-1990s change that
requires maintaining a default rate under 30 percent), it has been a real challenge to set meaningful
measures for value that take into account the diversity of providers, diversity of the student population,
and respect for student enrollment choices. The ongoing debate over the proposed gainful employment
metrics is a reflection of this difficulty. USED's effort represents an important attempt to infuse a
measure of value into the accountability system and, although it has been controversial and difficult, it
may offer an instructive example of how these factors can matter for all institutions.
More money than ever before is being poured into higher education through federal financial aid
programs – investments that ultimately rest on taxpayers to front and student borrowers to repay.
Given the challenges in ensuring institutional quality and the problems of completion, it is critical to
assess which institutions and programs provide sufficient value to merit student and taxpayer
investment.
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Guiding Recommendations.
 Embrace value as a central driver in accountability. Value may be a less traditional pillar in the
context of the federal accountability regime for higher education but is nonetheless appropriate
because the primary role of the federal government in higher education is that of an investor.57
There are two factors that matter from an investment perspective: (1) the decision to enroll and
make the initial investment; and (2) the results that the investment produced. From a policy
standpoint, we as a nation have decided that students have significant autonomy on the first
factor – federal financial aid can go toward a plethora of programs in a host of institutions,
provided that the student is eligible for enrollment and selected through the institution's
admission process and that the institution qualifies for Title IV aid. The second factor, on the
other hand, is a central and growing concern of policymakers.
 Ensure that value measures reflect individual students' experiences. Value measures that
relate to individual students might impose greater scrutiny on institutions that take in more
federal financial aid funding and/or that charge more for degrees and other credentials. By the
same token, less scrutiny would be applied to institutions with minimal participation in federal
financial aid programs and/or those that offer inexpensive degrees and credentials. An
institution with strong value would deliver a strong "return on investment" both to the student
who takes on debt to pay for his or her credential and to the federal government that backed
the student through grants and/or loans.
 Create opportunities for institutions to demonstrate value for the greater good. Value
measures related to the broader good of the country might provide some kind of "bonus" or
special consideration for institutions that provide unique educational opportunities and/or
contribute an outsized share of in-demand graduates to the workforce. Examples could include
institutions in "education deserts" (i.e., the only postsecondary provider in a particular
geographic region), institutions that produce significant numbers of minority teachers, and
institutions that deliver unique programs in demand by employers. These factors cannot
substitute for outcomes of institutional quality, but they may add important context to
accountability decisions.
B. How should federal accountability regimes address student outcomes, institutional
quality, and value effectively and efficiently?
To advance student outcomes, institutional quality and value, accountability regimes must better
prioritize and focus on those factors most directly related to federal interests. Re-orienting at least
some regimes to incorporate risk-informed and performance-based elements is one key strategy moving
forward. These regulatory approaches provide structure but also allow for differences in context,
including mission, governance structure, past performance, and other key factors.
As a foundation for risk-informed and performance-based systems, however, most student outcomesoriented regulatory regimes must be determinative and prescriptive because they allow the federal
government to collect the same data from all institutions and to provide comprehensive information to
students, parents, policymakers, and the general public. Indeed, given the primacy of student choice in
our higher education system, meaningful outcome information is essential to help students and parents
make sound enrollment decisions and to help USED and its non-governmental partners make sound
regulatory decisions. Opportunities to do so may include (but are not limited to):
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 Creating a New Federal Data Bank for Policymakers and Regulators: USED should create and
manage a data bank that captures, in one place, key measures of student outcomes,
institutional quality, and value to be used by federal policymakers, accreditors, and states.
Ideally, the data bank would streamline data reporting requirements placed on institutions,
would increase the rigor used to identify data required to be reported, and would make
available data more useable and approachable to regulatory decision-makers. The dashboard
could serve as an important foundation for new risk-informed regimes by identifying: (1)
institutions that are eligible for greater regulatory flexibility and the ability to innovate with new
models and (2) institutions that warrant enhanced oversight and/or sanctions.
 Aligning Federal Student Information Tools: Multiple agencies within the federal government
already provide tools such as net-price calculators and college scorecards for students and
parents (e.g., USED's College Navigator, the Shopping Sheet, the White House’s College
Scorecard and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s Comparison Tool), but discrepancies
exist among them because information on student borrowing is calculated differently and uses
varying data sources for different institutional disclosures.58 This recommendation is mirrored
in a bill introduced by Representatives Foxx and Messer and passed in 2014 by the House
Education and the Workforce Committee that would require the creation of a consumer-tested
"College Dashboard" intended "to provide a more complete picture of all student populations,
streamline existing transparency efforts at the federal level to reduce confusion for students,
and require better coordination by federal agencies to avoid duplication and confusion."59
Institutional quality should be assessed in a more dynamic way by considering risk and orienting around
performance measures. Opportunities to do so may include (but are not limited to):
 Implementing Risk-Informed Accreditation: For Title IV eligibility purposes, accreditation
should start with a risk assessment focused on student learning measures and student
outcomes. Those institutions with strong performance would not be required to do more than
this "expedited review." Those institutions with some significant risk would then move to a
deeper contextual review that considers the contextual factors such as mission, institutional
planning efforts, facilities and resources, and leaders' and faculty members' qualifications.
(Institutions could continue to engage in a deep peer review process for other purposes – but
this change would reduce the number of accreditation requirements for Title IV eligibility for
institutions with strong performance records.) Some accrediting agencies have already laid the
foundations for these systems by designing tiered consequences based on accreditation
reviews, including variations on the scope of a site team's review of an institution, the time
between reviews, and necessary steps for institutions with identified performance issues.
 Implementing Risk-informed Federal Recognition of Accrediting Agencies: Current statutory
requirements include more than 90 items for review of accrediting agencies, many of them
extraneous and technical. Accompanying these statutory requirements are detailed guidelines
from USED that create additional compliance burdens for accrediting agencies and institutions
alike. These requirements prevent accreditors from placing a sharp focus on those elements
that they most need to review to ensure institutional quality and hamstring accreditors from
developing more nuanced, responsive systems. To improve current systems, USED should adopt
a risk-informed approach to recognition that starts with a baseline assessment of agency
performance – prioritizing student outcomes and value measures as an important benchmark.
(This process would be similar to that described above for accrediting agencies' review of
institutions.)
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 Redesigning USED's Program Reviews as a Risk-Informed Regime Focused on Institutional
Quality: The Federal Student Aid (FSA) office routinely conducts program reviews to confirm
that a school meets requirements for institutional eligibility, financial responsibility, and
administrative capability for purposes of Title IV eligibility.60 The HEA identifies a few
prospective triggers for a program review, but leaves significant discretion to USED.61 In 2013
and 2014, FSA completed over 300 reviews of institutions but has never published how it
selected institutions for review. Program reviews should become more systematic and strategic,
and FSA could do so by incorporating a risk assessment at the outset focused on risk indicators
related to institutional quality and student outcomes (not only financial accounting risk
indicators, as appears to be current practice). Indeed, policymakers have already identified this
area of USED's authority as ripe for potential risk-informed systems, as demonstrated, for
example, in then-Senator Harkin's draft HEA reauthorization bill that would direct USED to build
in "risk-based" program reviews annually for two percent of institutions participating in Title
IV.62
 Revising the Existing Risk-Informed Financial Responsibility System: In the late 1990s, USED
designed and implemented a risk-informed system for assessing private nonprofit and for-profit
institutions' financial viability that includes a "financial ratios test," which draws on institutions'
annual financial statements to create a ratio for each institution on a scale of -1.0 to 3.0.63 This
system was conceived as an "initial screening" through which USED could "appropriately
allocate its limited resources to more financially at-risk institutions."64 The current system is
largely unchanged from what was established in the late 1990s, however, and needs to be
updated to reflect current generally accepted accounting principles.65 Though these issues have
yet to be fully resolved, this experience illustrates the importance of regularly engaging with
stakeholders and technical experts to ensure that risk-informed systems remain current and
relevant over time. It also shows the difference between the viability of a risk-informed
regulatory approach from challenges or problems that may be part of the implementation and
continuous improvement of such an approach.
Value is still emerging as a concept within accountability structures, but opportunities exist to continue
to explore and implement value-focused accountability regimes that include (but are not limited to):
 Broadening Metrics Within Cohort Default Rate Calculations: In the late 1980s and early
1990s when default rates reached over 20 percent, the federal government responded by
establishing a threshold for cohort default rates (CDR) as a condition for Title IV eligibility;
default rates declined sharply thereafter.66 The original purpose behind CDR was to identify
those institutions whose students were consistently taking on more debt and failing to be able
to pay it back. Today, CDR measures the percentage of student borrowers who enter
repayment and default within three years, but are of limited utility because they reflect only the
worst outcome – default – rather than a complete picture of the relationship between a
student's experience at an institution and his or her ability to repay debt taken on to finance
that educational experience.67 Several changes, in concert or individually, are likely to help
provide a more complete indication of an institution's students' ability to repay their student
loan debts, including:
o

Lengthening the CDR window beyond three years;

o

Accounting for students who receive frequent forbearances and/or deferments;
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o

Preventing institutions with multiple locations from combining all campuses into a single
CDR calculation;

o

Contextualizing CDR calculations within an institution's number of federal loan
borrowers (if a school has a high default rate but an extremely low borrowing rate the
risk of default to students enrolling could actually be quite low);

o

Broadening metrics within CDR, including program CDR and loan repayment rates.

 Continuing to Advance Gainful Employment Measures: More recent efforts to establish
metrics and a regime around "gainful employment" illustrate updated thinking about how value
could be measured and used as part of a risk-informed regime. USED has a sound value-related
purpose and goal for the gainful employment requirements: preventing the use of federal
financial aid programs to fund degree and certificate programs that demonstrate no success in
preparing students for gainful employment in a related field. During the development of these
regulations, several prospective "value" metrics were identified as USED sought to define gainful
employment: debt-to-earnings ratios, cohort default rates on a program (not institution-wide)
level, and repayment rates.68 Though not all of these metrics were included in the final rule,69
they do provide important information about what value metrics and assessments might be
taken into account – and the limitations and questions associated with implementing them. As
measures and standards for gainful employment continue to be refined and improved, they may
be able to be extended to all institutions to ensure that all institutions that benefit from federal
financial aid programs are providing value both to students and to taxpayers. Such an expansion
will require careful thought and collaboration – and may necessitate renaming the regime – but
should be considered by policymakers.
C. Who is best positioned to oversee and enforce different regulatory regimes?
The American accountability system for institutions relies on partnerships between the federal
government (within and beyond USED), accrediting agencies, states, and institutions themselves. Given
the costs, necessary resources, and likely disagreements typically associated with creating an entirely
new regulatory system, the most promising regulatory reform models will build on these existing
relationships, rather than trying to start over again. Even so, it is possible that the significant pace of
change calls for new actors or combinations of existing actors in new ways. Just as innovation is needed
in higher education to drive better outcomes, it should also be a key value in designing a more effective
accountability regime.
Today's unique context and the need to plan for a dramatically changing landscape require a careful
reassessment of the roles played by the federal government, accreditors, states, and institutions within
the federal accountability system. After all, the federal government not only has its own unique roles to
play, but federal law also establishes the contours of the accountability-related roles of other actors in
the triad. Roles and responsibilities governing the federal accountability system need to be reviewed
and re-framed in light of capacity and ultimate interests in the regulatory goals being achieved as the
system is re-built around the three accountability pillars and re-structured with new regulatory regimes.
As we revisit the roles and responsibilities of the triad and redefine the federal government's roles
within it, we must be aware of limitations of capacity. Some degree of deference to the core functions
and capacities of institutions, accrediting agencies, and states must be present; after all, the federal
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government cannot and should not do everything. Further, the federal government should not attempt
to substitute its own judgment for matters that are fundamentally within another's area of expertise.
For example, institutions and accrediting agencies should make decisions on the appropriate means to
determine institutional quality but should receive less deference from federal and state regulators on
outcomes, particularly when performance sinks to unacceptable levels and significant risk is implicated.
The long history of the federal government's reliance on accrediting agencies as arbiters of institutional
quality – and the resulting expertise, experience, and understanding of institutions that come through a
peer review process – counsel that accrediting agencies should retain this function, even as
accountability regimes are redesigned. But, in recent years, accrediting agencies increasingly have been
asked to deal with "accordion-like policies on what [USED] expect[s] [them] to do."70 This has included
monitoring consumer protection concerns, such as the recent requirement for accrediting agencies to
monitor institutional compliance with new federal "credit hour" requirements.71 Such developments
can detract from accrediting agencies' ability to fulfill their primary missions of assessing and improving
institutional quality in an effective and timely way.
States grant institutions the basic authority to operate, either by establishing them as public institutions
or by granting them the opportunity to lawfully charge students for providing education services in the
state. Along with this authority come significant consumer protection responsibilities (e.g., investigating
and resolving claims of waste, fraud, abuse). But many of the interests at play in states' consumer
protection efforts originate from state law and statute, not the federal accountability regime. For this
reason, states may not be appropriate stewards to protect taxpayer and student interests in the
effective investment of federal dollars into federal financial aid programs. The recent controversy
related to the state authorization provisions within USED's proposed "Program Integrity" rules provides
an illustration of this problem. USED had proposed that states conduct an "active review" of institutions
as a condition for federal financial aid eligibility for private institutions. This proposal met with
opposition in part because it was likely to require a large majority of states to make statutory changes
and to dedicate significant new resources to the process – but the ultimate responsibility to ensure that
states made these changes fell on private institutions, not the states themselves.72 Due in part to these
challenges, the negotiated rulemaking process failed to reach consensus, though USED officials have
indicated that proposed rules may be delivered by November 2015.73
New regulatory regimes implicated by the "what" and "how" inquiries must be accompanied by an
examination of the roles and responsibilities in the current accountability regime to identify which entity
is best positioned to manage the strengths and challenges that need to be addressed. Stakeholders
should be involved in all stages of the design process, particularly with regard to setting measures,
thresholds, and requirements. And, during implementation and continuous improvement of regimes,
professional judgment will continue to play an important role in systems as a whole (e.g., setting "cut
points") and in making determinations about individual institutions. In the broader context, judgment
can help regulators understand how metrics may play out within a particular institutional sector,
geographic area, or population of students. And, for an institution, professional judgment can allow for
the appropriate assessment of the importance and relevance of conditions that lead to those outcomes,
including its curriculum and methods for assessing learning. Even though the federal government may
be where the "buck stops," stakeholder participation is essential to ensure that regulatory regimes are
designed appropriately and are functioning as intended.
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By the same token, it is worth noting that some of the greatest challenges presented by the 21st century
postsecondary landscape may be solved outside the federal accountability regime. For example, the
challenges presented by state authorization and distance education programs were resolved not
through a federal rule, but through the efforts of a broad range of stakeholders to establish the State
Authorization Reciprocity Agreements (SARA).74 SARA is voluntary and allows states to opt into regional
reciprocity agreements that use comparable national standards for interstate offering of postsecondary
distance education courses and programs. Notably, a strong motivating interest in establishing SARA
was to avoid the need for a burdensome, costly draft federal rule that would have required all distance
education providers to be compliant with the state authorization rules of all states in which they
enrolled students. Though the SARA model developed through a unique confluence of events,
stakeholders, and champions, its story shows that – at least in some cases – the higher education
community (rather than the federal government) can take the lead.

V. CONCLUSION

Throughout its history, the federal government's investment and involvement in higher education has
evolved many times to meet the needs of the day. This history provides some measure of comfort as we
face the challenges of today – our system has adapted before and can do it again. The Northwest
Territories Act (1787), the Morrill Act (1862, 1890), the G.I. Bill (1944), and HEA itself (1965) all led to
dramatic change in American higher education by creating new opportunities for an ever-expanding
population of students.75 But, over time, federal investments in financial aid (and, by extension, student
debt) have grown enormously as a larger and more diverse population of students enrolls in a growing
number of institutions of higher education that charge increasingly high prices for the education and
credentials they provide.
This history also explains why laws and regulations today are so complex. These changes have added
layer upon layer to the federal regulatory regime, resulting in a large and often inflexible system that is
full of requirements that may have made sense in the past – but may not account for the challenges of
today and tomorrow. Student completion rates remain middling to low in far too many places, tuition
(and student debt) continues to skyrocket, and too many students who do graduate do not have the
skills and experiences that will allow them to succeed in the 21st century workforce.
Cutting through layers of regulatory requirements that have built up over decades is a challenge that
requires the involvement and commitment of a host of stakeholders. Federal policymakers and other
key actors may be able to facilitate this process through their convening power, taking advantage of HEA
reauthorization, as well as other legislative and rulemaking debates that will arise in the coming months
and years.
Getting back to basics, as urged in this paper, is the only way that we will be able to transform
regulatory regimes to "get our house in order" to meet the challenges of the 21st century. We must
establish (or confirm) those goals that are most important to the federal interest in protecting the
students' and taxpayers' investments in the federal financial aid system, must identify the regulatory
regimes that will most effectively and efficiently achieve those goals (with a focus on prospective risk-
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informed and performance-based models), and must assign roles and responsibilities for implementing
those regimes with an eye on capacity and ultimate interest in regulatory goals being achieved.
Many different stakeholders and advocates will engage in conversations about transforming the
regulation of American higher education. This paper urges policymakers and stakeholders to consider
discrete proposals within the overarching context of federal regulatory systems, with an unflagging eye
on creating positive conditions and meaningful results for students. The following key ideas are likely to
guide and inform these discussions:
1. All federal regulatory activities should tie directly to the federal government's interest as an
investor in the higher education system on behalf of students and taxpayers. With improved
experiences and outcomes for students as the North Star, policymakers must take care to start
with clarity around the purpose (or "what") of the regulatory regime and tailor the "how" and
"who" of the regime to the most efficient and effective way of achieving that purpose.
2. Federal requirements should set important standards and baselines, but also allow for
flexibility as the higher education landscape continues to evolve. Policymakers must strike the
right balance between statutory and regulatory authority, including areas where USED may
need to have greater latitude. And USED will need to be prepared – and empowered – to let go
of some existing regulation to make way for more efficient and effective systems.
3. Federal accountability systems should balance oversight authority appropriately among USED,
states, accrediting agencies, and institutions themselves. This includes appropriate allowances
for institutions to exercise their own academic freedom to make decisions based on their
mission. To accomplish this, clear, open channels of communication should be present among
these various actors so that all can participate in a meaningful way.
4. Changes to regulatory regimes should be made with an eye on the impact on the regulatory
system as a whole. Before new requirements are imposed, attention must be paid to the
relationship between proposed and existing requirements and what impact changes will have
on the overall cost and burden on institutions, regulators, and non-governmental regulatory
partners.
5. New regulatory approaches must be seriously considered and, when appropriate, should be
adopted. Risk-informed and performance-based elements are likely to enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of at least some regulatory regimes. Though these approaches are
often intuitively attractive, they represent profound shifts that will require bold action and
sustained commitment to succeed. Congress, USED, and other non-federal regulatory partners
must engage with appropriate experts and key stakeholders to ensure that these new
approaches are pursued only in those areas that are ripe – and that appropriate metrics,
thresholds, and consequences are attached to the regimes.

These are not tasks for the faint of heart or the impatient, but they must be accomplished to ensure that
all postsecondary students have the opportunity to reap the benefits of American higher education and
move our country forward.
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Appendix: Diving Deeper into Risk-Informed Regulation
The main text of this paper provided an introduction to risk-informed regulation, including illustrations
of the concept in the U.S. and abroad. This appendix provides additional detail on the conceptual basis
for risk-informed regulation and options for pairing it with performance-based compliance models. It
draws from a deeper examination of risk-informed regulation, New Directions in Regulatory Reform:
Prospects for Reducing Regulation Through Risk-Informed Approaches in Federal Law Governing
American Higher Education (February 2015).
One key element of risk-informed systems involves pairing prospective regulatory responses to the
degree of risk presented. (This is also a common exercise in the business and executive leadership
communities.) The graphic below, originally developed by the Financial Services Commission of Ontario,
was developed to show how impact and probability serve as guideposts for assessing the level of risk
presented and the type of appropriate regulatory response.76

The FSCO defines "green" entities as those that present low probability and low impact risk. This group
is required to support that determination, but – once that determination is made – need not do more.
In such cases, FSCO only provides general updates and communications; no specific plan to engage
individual entities within this category exists. For "yellow" entities that present low probability but high
impact of risk, FSCO proactively supervises through ongoing monitoring, regular reporting, and possibly
site visits. For the other "yellow" entities that present high probability but low impact risk, FSCO will
monitor with less rigor than the low probability / high impact group (given that the impact of risk is
lower), but will regularly monitor and engage on specific issues identified. "Red" entities present high
probability and high impact risk. Because these entities present such a significant danger, they require
the most FSCO time and effort through regular interactions, proactive measures to mitigate risks, site
visits, and – in egregious cases – enforcement actions.
An example in a higher education setting might involve an assessment of student loan defaults. Risk
assessments could incorporate both probability of student loan default (e.g., a high number of
borrowers at the institutions makes it more likely that a default will occur) and the impact of student
loan default (e.g., higher loan amounts would make the impact of default greater on the student). The
results of the risk assessment would allow USED to target its oversight and enforcement resources to
those institutions that present the highest probability and highest impact risks, and limit the regulatory
requirements related to student loan defaults placed on institutions with low risk.
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As discussed in the main text, regulators
should also consider more innovative ways
to determine compliance, with a special
focus on performance-based (rather than
prescriptive) compliance. The graphic to the
right maps out the different combinations
of the regimes explored in the main text.
Options for prescribing requirements run
along the x-axis; options for assessing
compliance run along the y-axis. The
colored bubbles in the graphic refer to the
six possible combinations of these
regulatory regimes that are illustrated in
the chart that follows.

Performance-based

A

B

C

Riskinformed

Deterministic

D

E

Risk-based

F

Prescriptive
As a simple illustration of the concepts,
imagine an obstacle course that a set of
Army recruits must complete to be eligible for active duty. The "risk" here would be that recruits would
fail to perform in active duty, putting themselves and their fellow soldiers in danger. The chart below
explains how the recruits' performance would be assessed under the six different regimes.

A

B

C

D

E

F

A deterministic, performance-based regime would:
 Require all recruits to complete the obstacle course regardless of past performance or ability
 Allow for some flexibility in what techniques were allowed to complete the course
A risk-informed, performance-based regime would
 Require all recruits to pass through a portion of the obstacle course, but require only those recruits
with identified risk factors to complete a second portion (This portion would be optimally designed
to test different levels of risk for different recruits, such as an extra climbing exercise for recruits
with a fear of heights or an extra weight lifting exercise for recruits with less demonstrated
strength.)
 Allow for some flexibility in what techniques were allowed to complete the course
A risk-based, performance-based regime would:
 Require only those recruits with certain risk factors to complete the obstacle course, such as failure
to complete prior physical tests or existing health conditions
 Allow for some flexibility in what techniques were allowed to complete the course
A deterministic, prescriptive regime would:
 Require all recruits to complete the obstacle course regardless of past performance or ability
 Require all recruits to complete the course using a specific set of techniques
A risk-informed, prescriptive regime would:
 Require all recruits to pass through a portion of the obstacle course, but require only those recruits
with identified risk factors to complete a second portion (This portion would be optimally designed
to test different levels of risk for different recruits, such as an extra climbing exercise for recruits
with a fear of heights or an extra weight lifting exercise for recruits with less demonstrated
strength.)
 Require all recruits to complete the course using a specific set of techniques
A risk-based, prescriptive regime would:
 Require only those recruits with certain risk factors to complete the obstacle course, such as failure
to complete prior physical tests or existing health conditions
 Require all recruits to complete the course using a specific set of techniques
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